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MUNICH: Germany’s Shkodran Mustafi, left, and Italy’s Simone Zaza challenge for the ball during a friendly soccer match between Germany and
Italy at the Allianz Arena.—AP  

MUNICH: Mario Goetze scored on his interna-
tional comeback to help Germany beat Italy
for the first time in more than 20 years, a 4-1
drubbing in their friendly on Tuesday. Goetze,
who had only played 53 minutes for Bayern
Munich since a groin injury sustained against
Ireland on Oct. 8, headed Germany’s second
goal before the break after Toni Kroos opened
the scoring.

Goetze was also involved in the third
before the hour-mark, setting Julian Draxler
free to cross for Jonas Hector’s first interna-
tional goal. “I’m so happy. For me it was simply
important to be able to play again after such a
long injury, simply to be able to do what’s fun
for me. Then to score as well,” Goetze said.

Mesut Ozil made it 4-0 in the 75th with a
penalty conceded by Italy goalkeeper
Gianluigi Buffon. Substitute Stephan El
Shaarawy scored Italy’s consolation goal in
the 83rd with a strike from distance. It was
Germany’s first win over Italy at the eighth
attempt since a 2-0 victory on June 21, 1995.
“We did it well. All the players fulfilled their
duties well, played with a lot of discipline,”
Germany coach Joachim Loew said.

Following the 3-2 defeat to England in
Berlin on Saturday - Germany’s second con-
secutive loss after losing to France in
November - Loew opted for a back-three of
Mats Hummels, Antonio Ruediger and
Shkodran Mustafi, with Hector and Sebastian
Rudy supporting on either flank.

“We trained with the formation a little bit
yesterday,” Kroos said. “We wanted to come
out of a more compact defense. This was a
game that we wanted to win, in which we
perhaps wanted to make up for something.”
Thomas Mueller captained the side for the
first time on his 70th appearance. Regular
captain Bastian Schweinsteiger suffered a par-
tial ligament tear in his knee in training last
week and faces a race against time to be fit for
the European Championship.

Disappointing Azzuri 
Italy rarely threatened reserve goalkeeper

Marc-Andre ter Stegen though he looked jit-
tery on the rare occasions he was called into
action. Ter Stegen was filling in for Manuel
Neuer, who had complained of a stomach bug
a day after his 30th birthday celebrations on
Sunday. Just as he did against England, Kroos
broke the deadlock by slotting a precise effort
inside the post, his 24th-minute strike giving
Buffon little chance.

With the fans sending a Mexican wave
around the stadium, Mueller crossed for
Goetze to direct the ball inside the right post,
leaving Buffon rooted to the spot. “It’s always
worth supporting Mario Goetze because he
can do things that others can’t,” Loew had said
in the buildup. Goetze said Loew’s confidence
had given him a huge boost.

Riccardo Montolivo went close after the
break as Italy emerged with new intent but
any hopes of a comeback were dashed in the
59th, when Goetze set Draxler free and the
Wolfsburg playmaker pulled the ball back for
Hector to score on his 12th appearance.
Simone Zaza shot over in response but then
Buffon brought down Rudy and Ozil ended
the contest.

“It’s no fun to lose this way. That’s the first
thing. But we said we wanted to be better and
to measure the gap between us and Germany.
Some players paid the price for the physical
effort against Spain,” Italy coach Antonio
Conte said, referring to last Thursday’s 1-1
draw in Udine, Italy with the European cham-
pions. “Germany are world champions. I think
they deserved it today, without a doubt,”
Conte said. “When they got their chances they
used them. We had a few chances but we
were inexperienced.”

Conte said there was no need for panic or
for wholesale changes ahead of Euro 2016. “I
can’t accuse the guys of anything. They tried
everything, gave everything... I don’t know
what I can change six weeks before naming
the squad,” said Conte, who is stepping down
after the tournament. Leonardo Bonucci was

stretchered off after Hector’s goal and Conte
said the Juventus defender had a “muscle
problem.” Loew names his initial squad for
Euro 2016 on May 17. Security was tight ahead
of the game with around 800 police officers on
duty. Sniffer dogs checked around the stadium
for explosives, bags were searched and body-

checks were conducted. The defeat to England
was Germany’s first since the 2-0 loss to France
in Paris on Nov 13, when attacks outside the
stadium and across the city killed 130 people.
The game against the Netherlands in
Hannover four days later was called off due to
the threat of an attack. — AP

Germany wins 4-1, beats Italy,
for 1st time in over 20 years

LONDON: The debate about Wayne
Rooney’s place in the England team will
rumble on for the next 10 weeks, right
through to the start of the European
Championship in France. But that’s not the
only serious dilemma England manager
Roy Hodgson will be wrestling with as he
plots an unlikely end to the country’s 50-
year drought at major soccer tournaments.

Central defense used to be England’s
strong suit. Only 10 years ago, Sven-Goran
Eriksson was in the enviable position of tak-
ing Rio Ferdinand, Jamie Carragher, John
Terry and Sol Campbell - four greats of the
Premier League - as his center-back options
to the 2006 World Cup. Now, there’s just a
soft center in England’s defense. And it’s
threatening to hamper the blossoming of
Hodgson’s new breed.

Since England exited the group stage of
the World Cup in Brazil in 2014, the team
has played 14 games and Hodgson has
played a different back four each time. For
the last six matches, culminating in the 2-1
loss to the Netherlands on Tuesday, he has
had a different central defense.

Defenses, especially the center backs,
develop as a unit and a lack of consistency
of selection can’t help. Indeed, it highlights
the concerns he has in that area. While
Chris Smalling now appears a sure starter
after a solid season at Manchester United,
Hodgson has to choose between John
Stones, Gary Cahill and - as an outsider -
Phil Jagielka as the other center back.

Stones is the future, the 21-year-old heir
apparent to Ferdinand with his calmness in
possession, vision, deceptive pace and
reading of the game. But after starting the
season superbly with Everton - proving
why Chelsea made three attempts to sign
him last offseason - Stones’ errors have
piled up and he has even been dropped by
his club.

Microcosm of season 
The game against the Netherlands was a

microcosm of Stones’ season. One minute
looking so assured and at ease on the ball,

the next taking too long over a clearance or
slipping over to set in motion a chain of
events that led to the Dutch equalizer by
Vincent Janssen. By the end, Stones’ game
appeared ragged.

“I don’t think I’ll think about selecting
him or not selecting him on the fact he
slipped over on that occasion,” Hodgson
said, before going on to praise Stones’
“assurance” and “comfort” in possession.

England’s captain for the night, James
Milner, is also impressed by Stones, who
has been linked with a summer move to
Manchester City despite his dip in form.
“He’s put himself on a pedestal and people
are interested in him,” Milner said.
“Obviously he had the transfer thing early
in the season and when you are playing
well, you are up there to be shot down. He’s
a top-class player.” Cahill would be the oth-
er, safer option alongside Smalling - it was
England’s most common partnership in
Euro 2016 qualifying - but he has only
regained his place in the Chelsea team
since a serious injury to Kurt Zouma in early
February. And Cahill has found himself
exposed by top-class forwards in recent
years, including Luis Suarez at the 2014
World Cup. With Terry no longer an option,
England lacks leaders and a dominating
force at center back. Having the defensively
minded Eric Dier as an out-and-out holding
midfielder should give England more pro-
tection in France but it’s an area that oppo-
nents will look to exploit. And it doesn’t get
easier elsewhere in defense. Hodgson is
still seemingly unsure whether to go with
Nathaniel Clyne or Kyle Walker at right
back, and has chosen Ryan Bertrand, Kieran
Gibbs and Danny Rose at left back in recent
games while still talking positively about
Luke Shaw, who could yet return from a
broken leg in time for Euro 2016.

In Dele Alli, Harry Kane, Jamie Vardy and
returning captain Wayne Rooney, new-look
England’s options in attack suddenly look
healthy for France. Hodgson must now get
his defense in shape if England is to be a
genuine contender. —AP 

England’s soft defense a 
concern for Euro 2016

PARIS: France’s Ngolo Kante, right, celebrates his goal with France’s Andre-Pierre
Gignac, during the international friendly soccer match between France and
Russia.—AP 

LONDON: Jamie Vardy believes his goal-
scoring exploits with England will provide
the ideal confidence boost as he returns to
the task of firing Leicester to the Premier
League title. After terrorizing Premier
League defenders throughout a remark-
able breakthrough season, Vardy trans-
ferred his talents to the international stage
with his first two goals for England against
Germany and the Netherlands.

The 29-year-old striker’s impressive dis-
plays likely cemented his place in Roy
Hodgson’s squad for Euro 2016 and Vardy
can now turn his attention to the final
weeks of Leicester’s astonishing bid to win
their first top-flight title.

Claudio Ranieri’s team are five points
clear of second placed Tottenham with sev-
en games remaining and, with his confi-
dence sky-high, Vardy, who has 21 goals for
club and country this term, can’t wait to
take on Southampton at the King Power
Stadium on Sunday.

“I feel brilliant personally. The goals can
only be good for my confidence,” Vardy
said. “Going back to training this week off
the back of scoring two goals, hopefully I’ll
be scoring at the weekend.” Vardy’s influen-
tial cameo and impudent flicked finish in
England’s 3-2 friendly win over Germany
added to the former non-league player’s
incredible rise to prominence, but he is
determined not to let the increased atten-
tion distract him.

“I’ve not seen the goal that many times
to be honest with you. “I don’t really look at
my goals after I’ve scored,” Vardy said.  “The
missus messaged me to say it was all over
Twitter but I like to stay relaxed if possible.”
Vardy admitted he was frustrated that his
close-range opener in Tuesday’s friendly
against the Netherlands didn’t prove the

springboard to victory as the Dutch hit
back to win 2-1 at Wembley. But he
remains convinced Hodgson’s men are
capable of a good run at the European
Championships in France.

Reality check 
“We had a massive high at the weekend

(against Germany) and losing without put-
ting in the same tempo is very disappoint-
ing,” he said. “But there are still positive
things for us to take from the international
week. “Hopefully we will work on that to
put it into action at the Euros.”

While Vardy’s place in the squad looks
assured, he still has to elbow his way past
Harry Kane, Wayne Rooney, Danny Welbeck
and Daniel Sturridge for a coveted spot in
the starting line-up against Russia in the
Euro opener on June 11. “There’s massive
competition and that is only good for us. It
means everyone is going to be trying that
extra two or three percent, which is always
important in games,” Vardy added.

James Milner, who captained England
on Tuesday in the absence of the injured
Wayne Rooney, told his team-mates their
defeat to the Netherlands, who failed to
qualify for the Euros, should serve as a
warning they still have much work to do
before they can make an impact in France. 

“We will have learnt a lot as a group
moving forward. It shows the consistency
needed if we are going to do well in the
tournament,” Milner said. “We didn’t play
with the same intensity we did the other
day. We had most of the ball and we didn’t
move it quick enough. “It’s a reality check.
We have shown we can beat anyone with
the result against Germany. But we need to
be more consistent and do it game in and
game out.”  —AFP 

Vardy hopes goal spree 
helps Leicester title bid

LONDON: England’s Jamie Vardy, center, celebrates scoring his side’s first goal during the
international friendly soccer match between The Netherlands and England at Wembley
stadium. —AP 

PARIS: N’Golo Kante celebrated his birth-
day with a goal on his first international
start to set France up for a 4-2 friendly win
against Russia on an emotional return to
the Stade de France on Tuesday. Kante
opened the scoring just eight minutes into
his full debut for Les Bleus and Andre-
Pierre Gignac doubled the lead before
Alexander Kokorin headed in for Russia in
the second half.

Dimitri Payet then demonstrated how
important he can be to the French side
with a stunning free-kick just after the hour
mark, and Kingsley Coman netted in equal-
ly spectacular fashion after Yuri Zhirkov
added another goal for the Russians in an
entertaining contest.

Despite the goals conceded, it was a
very encouraging win for the Euro 2016
hosts on the night international football
came back to the Stade de France just over
four months on from the terror attacks that
took place just outside the ground and
elsewhere in Paris.

“There were lots of good things. Not
everything was perfect but this is a team
that likes to get forward. The players link up
well and we have lots of pace,” said France
coach Didier Deschamps, whose side had
recorded a 3-2 victory in the Netherlands
on Friday. “They are only friendly matches
but we need to win them. It’s good for con-
fidence, for our serenity, but the truth will
come in June.”

Tight security 
With November’s events still fresh in the

memory, security was extremely tight for a
game played in front of a crowd of around
65,000, including French president Francois
Hollande, at the stadium that will host the
European Championship final in July. And
fortunately this time the football took cen-
tre stage as Deschamps’s team displayed
why they must be considered among the
favorites to win the title on home soil.

Leicester City sensation Kante had made

his France debut from the bench against
the Netherlands and was handed a first
start here as Deschamps made six changes
to his line-up. On his 25th birthday, he
needed barely eight minutes to get his first
international goal, arriving late in the
penalty box and coolly finishing past Igor
Akinfeev at the end of an excellent move
that featured Paul Pogba, Gignac and
Antoine Griezmann.

The second goal arrived nine minutes
before half-time, with Gignac-now playing
his club football in Mexico-putting forward
his case for a berth in the France squad as
he met Griezmann’s free-kick from the left
with a fine diving header at the near post.

Payet free-kick 
A strong Russia side made up largely of

players from leading clubs CSKA Moscow
and Zenit St Petersburg were disappointing
in the first half but they got a goal back 11
minutes into the second period when
Kokorin escaped his marker to head in an
Alan Dzagoev free-kick.

Just before that, France had seen substi-
tute Jeremy Mathieu hobble off only eight
minutes after his introduction, but two oth-
er replacements had a far more positive
impact on the game. West Ham United star
Payet, like Kante one of the players of the
season in the English Premier League,
curled in a brilliant free-kick only moments
after coming off the bench.

Bayern Munich’s teenage winger
Coman, also on from the bench, had won
the free-kick that led to that goal and he
got his name on the scoresheet with a
stunning finish from a tight angle after
rounding substitute goalkeeper Yuri
Lodygin.

In between those two strikes, Zhirkov
netted from an Oleg Shatov cutback but
the goals conceded were a rare black mark
on a positive night for France in their final
match before Deschamps names his 23-
man squad for the Euros in May. —AFP 

Kante sparks impressive
France in friendly victory


